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I. Introduction
Embedded software design methodology is merging from various hardware dependent assembly

languages towards the well-defined and commonly used C. Most algorithms are evaluated with
standard PCs using high-level programming languages. There is a natural need to use this code in the
design too. During the implementation phase hardware and software components must be separated
from each other with a well defined interface description. The goal is usually to put the most
frequently used and/or resource demanding processes into dedicated hardware accelerator and let a
general microprocessor do the rest. Today’s FPGAs enable to use the same design methodology
while either they include a hard-macro processor core or alternatively they have enough resources to
implement soft-core controller(s) beside the dedicated hardware accelerator unit(s).

There is an intense research in the field of hardware / software co-design in FPGAs. Most papers
present techniques on high-level source code Data Flow Graph (DFG) or instruction level profiling.
[1][2] Both approaches use bottom-up design methodology to evaluate the complexity of the design,
based on instruction level information. After a certain level of system complexity the DFG becomes
un-manageable, while many of the graph search algorithms are NP-hard problems. These methods
are really good in finding the optimal implementation of a dedicated algorithm, but fail to analyze the
total complexity of a design.

There are several attempts, to enable automatic RTL level synthesis from high level source code.
The first approach is to use a smaller subset of C language (Handel-C) or use the common C/C++
functions for primarily simulation (System-C). In this case, we can use many standard functions, but
unfortunately the code is not always synthesizable.

In this paper I will introduce a top-down design methodology to assign a dedicated part of the
algorithm to a Computational Unit that can be optimized later on with the above described
techniques.

II. Difficulties on FPGA implementation of C algorithms
C language had been developed to run on standard Neumann architecture computers, and has no

native support for other architectures (like Harvard-architecture, Very Long Instruction Word, Single
Instruction Multiple Data) that are commonly used in embedded systems. One big disadvantage is
that there is no “universal” language syntax for describing parallelism. In contrast to this FPGAs can
be configured freely allowing thousands of parallel Computational Units.

Usual high-complexity, computational demanding algorithm’s (e.g.: mpeg video decoding) source
code contains hundreds of functions. Let us declare that the code is optimal, optimally separated into
functions, and the execution time is the most important constraint. We could gain the fastest
execution time in dedicated hardware (like FPGA), if we allocate each function to a dedicated
hardware or software Computational Unit that is optimal. This is usually not possible, because we
have limited resources; and not necessary due to the data dependencies in the program. Another
optimal solution is: if we find all the function dependencies, and ensure that data are ready when it is
necessary.
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Figure 1: Design methodology

A. Pointers
C language has a pretty efficient construct called pointers or references. As there is only one

Computational Unit, and all data are stored physically in the same chip (or chip array) we can call
functions without moving operands and results. All we have to transfer is a pointer to the array we
would like to use. If we implement the same function call in FPGA, and the functions are assigned to
two different Computational Units we have two choices, we share memory area among these two
Computational Units and transfer the pointer or alternatively we copy the output data of a subsequent
function to the antecedent. Sharing memory among two Computational Units is relatively easy with
Dual-Ported BRAMs, registers, or direct wiring but the limited number of FPGA resources restricts
the use of them. Anyhow, the best choice is always depending on many other parameters too, like:
When does the function use the transferred variable first, how often this function call happens. 

B. Stack
Compiling C code to microprocessors will transfer the operands and results through the stack

during a function call, used as a scratchpad. (If we don’t take compiler optimization into account)
Stack is also the place for the local registers. During simple FPGA implementation there are nothing
like global-, local variables or stack, we can use only BRAMS, registers and wires to transfer values,
that is why we have to dedicate a register for each transfer.

C. Heap
One of the biggest challenges is to track the heap usage. As the memory allocation is done during

run-time, we can only rely only on run time profiling information. Fortunately heap is usually used
as working buffers among programmers.

D. Library functions
Transferring library functions (like floating point arithmetics, other mathematical functions, I/O

functions etc.) into the FPGA is also a key issue, but these questions are out of the scope of this
document. One implementation possibility is to use an embedded microprocessor core, running parts
of the code. If a compute intense part is covered by these parts, we can also accelerate the execution,
with other options like: instruction set extension or dedicated hardware accelerator.

III. Recommended process for C code analyses
We can build a memory access profiler that tracks the stack

usage, heap allocation, local and global variable accesses per
function basis. We have to monitor the memory cells accessed
by references during code execution and mark them as
“accessed” if they have been read or “dirty” if they have been
modified. This information can be combined together with
standard profiling information containing the distribution of
CPU usage of each function.

Based on these two information, we can optimize the function
communication inside FPGA, and decide the physical
implementation technique. (Figure 1.)
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